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Complementary to John Hoddinott

• The background paper provides very strong 

framework for understanding social protection 

and stylized facts to support them

• What I’m going to do is to add two factors 

which matter to social protection and provide 

some evidence from China experiences



Dimensions of local gov’ts

• Tiebout theory suggests that apart from 

central gov’t , local gov’ts provide public 

services more regularly, which of course 

include social protection 



Time elements – namely, stage 

• Stage of development matters to policy 

orientation, because when it changes, “injurious 

consequence” becomes insignificant. That is, at a 

new stage, disincentive becomes too small to 

induce “injurious consequence” as opportunities 

that generate income from labor market exceed 

that from being only benefitiaries



This two requires a critical point 
as a tool to examine



That point I refer to is 
Lewis turning point



By definition, wage increase is sign



When Lewis turning point comes…

• Not only the market force but also the 

government policy orientation responds to 

those changes of development stages, and 

the responses have been altering the extent 

to which social protection mechanism 

functions



Chinese gov’t viewed developmental state 
or competitive government

• Both central & local gov’ts have played active 
roles in promoting growth, by creating sound 
investment climate, supplying good services to 
investors, seeding business, even acting as 
firms in seeking potential investors, applying 
for loans, and negotiating and enforcing 
business contracts. All those have been GDP 
oriented but left social protection relatively 
undeveloped



Needs for gov’t function shift

• Lewis turning point characterized by 

exhaustion of surplus labor brings forward 

new demand for gov’t function – that is, a 

requirement of shifting gov’t action from 

competing for capital inflows to for 

workforce in-migration, as labor becomes a 

scarcer factor of production



What Chinese gov’t(s) do to 
continue its unique profile as

• Developmental state,

• Or entrepreneurial state,

• And competitive (local) governments

• In the period of Lewis turning point?



Social protection oriented law-making

• Central Legislature gives top priority to law-

making in field of social issues. E.g. in 2008 

alone, three labor related laws – Employment 

Contract Law, Employment Promotion Law 

and Labor Disputes Mediation and Arbitration 

Law – were put into action. Social Insurance 

Law being debated among law makers



labor market institutions play greater 

role (e.g. minimum wage level)



Social security system becomes more 
inclusive form farmers and migrants

• In recent years, New Cooperative Medical 
System and Living Standard Guarantee 
Program complete full coverage in rural area; 
migrant workers become better included in 
urban social pension, medical insurance, 
unemployment issuance (though still poorer 
covered than urbanites). Currently, Rural 
Pension Program started pilot and a portable 
means specially designed for migrant workers 



Thank you!


